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Preface

Most elementary schools in the United States require that students receive instruction in 
music. Although large numbers of schools benefit from music specialists, responsibility for 
teaching music often falls to the classroom teachers. Even in schools with formally trained 

music teachers, the amount of time these specialists spend with students is quite small compared 
with the total time students spend with their classroom teachers.

Most classroom teachers try to teach music (along with other subject areas), but many have a 
limited understanding of how music can be made to “fit” with the rest of the elementary program. 
Thus, there continues to be a need for a practically oriented book that illustrates how music can be 
taught and integrated into other areas of the elementary school curriculum.

Integrating Music into the Elementary Classroom, Ninth Edition, emphasizes the importance of 
enriching children’s lives by making music a central part of the school curriculum. This book provides 
guidelines for elementary teachers with limited experience as well as for music specialists.

Integrating Music into the Elementary Classroom, Ninth Edition, is comprehensive, covering music 
fundamentals as well as materials and methods for teaching music in the elementary classroom. The 
book focuses on how children learn and presents easy-to-use techniques for teaching singing, playing 
instruments, moving to music, creating music, listening critically, and integrating musical study with 
the arts and other subject areas.

Integrating Music into the Elementary Classroom, Ninth Edition, provides the following:

■ Methods for integrating music across the entire elementary school curriculum
■ A contemporary approach with focus on enhancing music teaching and learning through using 

educational technology 
■ Updated book layout with photos illustrating students using technology to learn music
■ Technology enhancement notes throughout the book
■ Designated downloads so that a teacher can easily find materials 
■ Increased use of Internet resources, especially from major orchestra websites
■ Updated focus on helping students meet national and state music standards
■ Large number of sample lessons
■ Introduction to selected methodologies of Dalcroze, Kodaly, and Orff
■ Enhanced listening to music “icon mapping” approach
■ Sections for special needs students
■ Large number of songs for elementary students, including additional call-and-response songs, 

which have been added to approximately 125 songs selected from various cultures and historical 
periods

■ Updated references to the current elementary school music series
■ Recordings of a number of songs from the book that are available on the book’s premium website, 

as well as listing of downloadable recordings from i-tunes and Spotify.
■ Video segments that show students in classroom settings
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 RESOuRCES

Students

Premium Website: Includes a wealth of teaching and learning resources such as chapter-by-chapter 
online tutorial quizzes, and weblinks for various sites referenced within the text. The printed access 
card for the site provides access to (1) audio files for over sixty of the songs included in the text, (2) 
classroom videos, and (3) resources for accessing additional music and video selections.
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Introduction

As a teacher you are about to enter one of the most exciting domains of human experience—
sharing with children what you know, cherish, and love so that the quality of their relation-
ships with others will be richer, their perceptions of the world around them deeper, and 

their own lives more rewarding and fulfilled. This book is for you, the classroom teacher in the 
elementary school. It is you who will have daily contact with children in grades K through 6 at 
least 5 hours a day, 25 hours a week, 900 hours a year. The formal education of a child rests in your 
hands. Your enthusiasm is contagious, your beliefs in life’s wonders inspire, your understanding 
comforts, and your knowledge and skill motivate and mold the intellectual and emotional growth of 
the children in your classroom.

Classroom teachers have an awesome task, with responsibility in a great many subject areas, 
including language arts, mathematics, science, social studies, physical education, art, and music. 
This book is based on the belief that every classroom teacher can accumulate knowledge and 
develop skills that will enable her/him to lead a child in meaningful experiences with music. Each 
of you has particular talents. Some of you sing well; others play instruments; still others may never 
have sung in a choir or played an instrument but enjoy listening and dancing to music. Some of you 
have traveled or read a great deal and would like to share with your students music and arts of other 
countries and peoples. Whatever your background, this book will help you build on your strengths 
to teach music and will expand your horizons so that you will be better equipped to integrate musical 
experiences into the elementary school curriculum.

  THE IMPORTAnCE OF MuSIC And OTHER ARTS In THE 
ELEMEnTARy SCHOOL

As you begin your study of music and develop materials for teaching, it will be helpful to ponder 
several questions that educators and parents often ask about the value of music and other arts in the 
general education of children: What is art? What is an arts experience? How does it differ from other 
experiences in life? Why is it important for children to have arts experiences?

At the outset it should be stated that there are many answers to the question “What is art?” 
When we talk about art, we are usually referring to music, painting, sculpture, dance, poetry, 
drama, and so on, rather than the sciences, such as physics, biology, and chemistry. Artwork 
expresses human feelings, such as excitement, awe, or joy. As the artist manipulates and arranges 
the media unique to a particular art (sounds in music, color and design in painting, and words  
in poetry), an expressive product emerges that we call a work of art (a musical composition,  
a painting, or a poem). The result is a projection of the personality and the skill of the artist, a  
statement of the philosophy of the age in which it is produced, and an expression of a feeling or  
idea that transcends anything concerned with one individual or single period of time in history.
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In studying works of art, we need to focus our attention on some basic criteria. The first of these 
is craftsmanship: How carefully has the artist used materials (sounds, words, paint, or movement)? A 
second criterion is creativity or imagination: What has the artist done to create something fresh and 
new? How is the work expressive? Has the artist effectively captured a dimension of human feeling, 
and does this flow forth to the perceiver? As we select materials to be used in lessons for children, we 
will learn more about these criteria and how they can help us make decisions regarding our choice of 
artwork for use in the classroom.

The view taken in this book is that, in an arts experience, a person and a work of art are 
involved in intense interaction that creates a deeply satisfying sense of pleasure, heightened sen-
sitivity to all dimensions of life, and a powerful feeling of self-worth and fulfillment. For instance, 
performances of Beethoven’s Symphony No. 9 consistently stir the hearts and minds of audiences. 
No matter how many times one hears this piece, it always reaches out with fresh and distinctly new 

▲  Music can provide a deeply satisfying sense of pleasure.
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meanings. This is the unique quality of a true work of art, and it is precisely here where the arts 
experience differs from other types of experiences. The uniqueness of artwork is its embodiment 
of human feeling and the potential it has of sharing that feeling with you and me. Such arts experi-
ences are essential in the general education of every child, for through the arts the child develops 
his or her own expression of feelings and grows in the ability to understand and appreciate how 
artists throughout the world have expressed these same feelings, thus enriching the quality and the 
meaning of life.

 WHAT RESEARCH SAyS TO CLASSROOM TEACHERS

A large body of research literature now supports the importance of music in schools by providing 
evidence that:

■ Music is universal in every culture and time period.
■ All humans possess musical ability.
■ Fostering musical ability to its fullest requires early nurturing of musical potential, particularly 

during the years of rapid brain development.1

■ The study of music provides students with an understanding of important aspects of their culture 
that are unavailable through any other means.

■ There are strong links between learning in music and in other areas of the school curriculum—for 
example, aspects of musical note values and fractions in mathematics, and reading words and 
reading music.

In essence, increasing evidence supports the centrality of music in the education of all children 
and the importance of classroom teachers in ensuring that musical study is an integral part of the 
school curriculum.

Harvard University psychologist Howard Gardner’s research has given particular support to 
the importance of music in the education of children. Gardner contends that intelligence is a 
broadly based concept actually including various types of intelligences. He states that these mul-
tiple intelligences include not only linguistic and logical-mathematical (often emphasized  
in schools) but also musical, spatial, bodily kinesthetic, interpersonal, and intrapersonal, to 
which he later added naturalistic intelligence. Gardner encourages teachers to provide a compre-
hensively balanced school curriculum that assists students in developing the potential of all of their 
intelligences.2

  PROMOTInG An InTEGRATEd APPROACH TO LEARnInG And 
TEACHInG In THE CLASSROOM

It is important for elementary school teachers to help students integrate knowledge across sub-
ject areas. Specialization is evident in a number of areas of the elementary curriculum, where 
there are teachers of reading, music, art, and physical education, and the daily schedule is orga-
nized around distinct segments such as mathematics and social studies. Although specialization 

1 See “Special Focus: Music and the Brain,” in Music Educators Journal 87, no. 2 (September 2000), pp. 17–44.
2 See Howard Gardner, Multiple Intelligences: New Horizons (New York: Basic Books, 2006).
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has an important place, attention must also be directed toward fostering an integrated structure 
so that students develop some sense about how knowledge in one area relates to what is studied 
in another. If students are to learn to identify relationships among subject areas, they will need  
to learn from an interrelated perspective. We cannot assume that students will somehow  
assimilate information from various areas and then draw together the necessary integrated 
relationships on their own. In fact, students often do not see the most basic relationships among 
subject matter areas and thus must be shown how subjects are related. Teaching from such a 
perspective need not detract from specialized study, but it does require that classroom teachers 
go beyond current practices and structure curricula based on relationships within and among 
subject matter areas.

Integrating music into a child’s daily classroom experiences has many advantages. Foremost is 
that children can be taught to perceive ideas that are related. For example, they can discover that 
fundamental musical concepts—such as enlargement through repetition, contrast, and balance—
are present in many subject areas. Further, as children study music and the visual arts as part of 
a social studies unit on a historical period or culture, they often develop a much clearer perspec-
tive of a particular time and its people. Many children have studied the period of Washington, 
Jefferson, and Franklin without realizing that several of the world’s greatest composers (Haydn, 
Mozart, and Beethoven) lived during the same time and that the minuet, the third movement in 
symphonies of the classical period, was also a popular dance of the American colonists. Clearly, 
the primary focus of this book is to encourage classroom teachers to place music in an integrated 
learning environment, which we believe will contribute to meaningful and long-lasting educational 
experiences for children.

▲  Making music part of the classroom experience
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  THE PLAn FOR THIS BOOk

It is important to design musical learning that focuses on multisensory experiences with music 
(making music, listening to music, moving to music, and reading music), as research has shown 
that children differ not only in the rate at which they learn but also in the way in which they 
learn best. 

Chapter 1 focuses on how children learn music, including those students with special needs. 
It also focuses on the importance of national and state standards in promoting musical learning, 
and the role of instructional technology in enhancing instruction. 

Chapter 2 suggests ways to design learning experiences appropriate to a variety of interests 
and levels of maturity, and ways for writing lesson plans.

Chapter 3 focuses on fundamentals of music, providing the classroom teacher with knowl-
edge and understanding of the basic elements of music—rhythm, melody, dynamics, tone color, 
texture and form—on which to base musical study.

Chapters 4 through 8 are designed to provide classroom teachers with the confidence and skills 
needed in teaching children to sing, play instruments, listen to music, express music through move-
ment, and create music. Included are techniques of Kodály, Orff, and Dalcroze methodologies with 
suggestions for integrating these approaches into the basic curriculum.

Chapter 9 begins a series of three chapters devoted to distinctive approaches to integrating music 
with other areas. It focuses on the study of music in a multicultural context focused on greater under-
standing of peoples, places, and cultures 
through singing, playing instruments, 
directed listening, and movement/dance.

Chapter 10 makes suggestions to 
classroom teachers for relating music and 
other areas of literary and visual arts, with 
the intent of helping students understand 
basic relationships between music and 
other art forms.

Chapter 11 focuses on thematic and 
content methodology for assisting class-
room teachers in integrating songs with 
other subjects and activities. This chap-
ter includes suggestions for planning 
“integrative” programs suitable for open 
houses or similar events, as well as for 
creating “resource” units that make use of 
several arts.

This book can be used both as a 
methods text for students preparing to 
be elementary classroom teachers and 
as a teaching resource in the classroom. 
Teachers are encouraged to keep this text 
available for reference and to use the many 
materials and teaching suggestions as they 
begin their careers. ▲  Leading children into the world of music
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At the end of each chapter, you will find a link to suggestions for ways in which technology—
including software, websites, videos, and music downloads—can be used to integrate music into the 
elementary classroom. The book concludes with several appendices, including basic fingerings for 
the recorder as well as guitar chords. A glossary is also provided, along with a song index (placed at 
the front of the book) that includes grade level, key, range, meter, and integrative category. Indexes of 
two- and three-chord songs and listening examples in the text are also provided, along with a detailed 
general index.

It is hoped that as you complete this book, you will have gained a new perspective on integrating 
music into daily learning experiences and that your students will grow in knowledge, sensitivity, and 
understanding of themselves and their world.
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C H A P T E R 1

How Children Learn

Objectives
Students will be introduced 
to fundamental ideas about 
teaching music:

■ Basic types of learning
Psychomotor learning
Cognitive learning
Affective learning
Active learning
Teacher-centered and child-centered 

learning

■ The structure of musical learning
Make what you teach meaningful
Organize material sequentially
Experience music before labeling it
Use a conceptual approach to learning
Use a multisensory approach to learning
Use a multicultural approach to learning
Provide reinforcement
Teach for transfer

■ Techniques and resources for 
enhancing musical learning
Cooperative learning
Interdisciplinary learning opportunities
Community and school resources for 

enhancing musical learning
Learning for special needs students
The role of national and state standards 

in enhancing musical learning

■ The place of instructional 
technology in supporting musical 
learning
Learning with a single computer in the 

classroom
Learning in the computer laboratory
Learning using tablet computers and 

other handheld electronics
Computer-based assignments extend 

the learning environment
The Internet as a learning tool
Downloading quality musical examples 

for learning
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2 CHAPTER 1

As we begin to think about teaching music to children, we must consider (1) ways children 
learn, (2) the principles involved in the learning process, and (3) how we apply those prin-
ciples to musical learning. Although many of the ideas presented in this chapter may apply to 

any subject area, our interest here is to relate them to the teaching of music and to integrate learning 
experiences with music.

 BaSiC TypeS Of Learning

Several basic types of learning should be considered when teaching music to children. The first of 
these may be categorized as psychomotor learning—that is, learning involving mental processes that 
control muscular activity. A second category of learning is cognitive learning, which deals with the 
acquisition of knowledge. A third category of learning is affective learning, which concerns itself with 
a feeling response to music.

psychomotor Learning

Students vary in their psychomotor learning abilities. Some children display considerable ability 
in singing, playing instruments, and moving to music, whereas others seem less responsive to such 
psychomotor learning activities. It is important for the teacher to nurture the musical potential of 
students regardless of their initial level of accomplishment.

Attention to developing psychomotor skills should begin early and continue as an integral part 
of the training children receive at more advanced levels. For example, an emphasis on movement to 
music is based on the premise that children should be able to physically feel and respond to musical 
stimuli before being asked to identify such stimuli on a cognitive level. Such an approach to musical 
study clearly parallels the pedagogical principle of “sound before sight.”

Psychomotor learning is particularly important for training children to listen to music. Directed 
listening should be approached by having children physically respond to musical sounds; for example, 
students should learn to follow the beat and indicate changes in tempo through clapping, march-
ing, or other physical movement. They should learn to move in either twos or threes to demonstrate 
duple and triple meter, and to express high and low sounds with appropriate movements. Only after 
students have “internalized” sounds through movement and are able to respond accurately to musical 
stimuli should notation and other information about music be introduced.

An important aspect of psychomotor learning of music is the need for regular practice. Children 
seem to learn musical skills more effectively if they practice for short periods of time interspersed 
with intervals of rest. Thus, efforts should be concentrated on a specific task (such as singing, play-
ing an instrument, or listening to music) for a short time each day rather than for a long time once or 
twice a week.

It is obvious that the classroom teacher is in a better position to help students with skill develop-
ment because the formal music teacher may see students only once or twice a week. If children are to 
receive the frequency of training needed for optimum development of musical skills, classroom teach-
ers must allow time in the daily schedule for such skill development.

Cognitive Learning

In terms of music, we ask children to learn about such things as elements of music, composers, 
style periods, and instruments. One of the most important concerns in cognitive learning is for 
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 information about music to be closely linked with actual musical experiences. Children need to have 
many experiences with sounds to understand musical information. For example, in teaching about 
4/4 meter, the teacher may tell students that a quarter note receives one beat, a half note two beats, 
and a dotted half note three beats. Such information does not take on full meaning, however, until it 
is placed in an actual musical experience in which students clap or march as they count the beats in 
various note values.

One of the practical problems teachers must deal with in cognitive learning is that informa-
tion must be in language that children can easily understand. Teachers must be particularly aware 
of the level of language to be used when presenting information to students at various grade levels. 
An  effective way of dealing with problems of musical terminology is to use diagrams, symbols, or 
 pictures. Often a child can more easily understand rondo form (ABACA; see p. 62) from a diagram, 
such as ● ■ ● ▲ ●, than from several minutes of words spoken by the teacher.

affective Learning

If music is to be important in children’s lives, the teacher needs to be aware of how music expresses 
human feeling. Children should experience music in such a way that they are increasingly aware of 
how composers have used sound to express deep inner feelings, which, like ideas, have transcended 
the peoples, places, and cultures of many different eras. For example, as students learn to move to the 
long, flowing melody in Smetana’s The Moldau [iTunes/Spotify] and learn the folk song on which it is 
based, they should experience the power and feeling generated by the minor tonality of this melody. 
In affective learning students experience through an art form inseparable mixtures of feelings that 
words cannot begin to express. This education in the feeling expressed in musical artworks becomes a 
cornerstone on which all musical teaching and learning are based.

active Learning

All learning needs to be active: children need to respond to music by moving, singing, playing instru-
ments, and creating. Linking information about music with actual musical sound encourages children 
to be actively involved with musical learning. Through such involvement they seem to assimilate 
and retain information more effectively and to exhibit greater interest and motivation to learn. For 
example, a teacher wishing to present rondo form to students must go beyond simply diagramming 
the form with letters (ABACA) on the writing board and telling students to listen for a recurring 
section of music (A) that alternates with contrasting sections of music (B, C). Children need to sing 
or play the melodies of various sections, engage in some type of movement to the rhythm (clapping, 
marching, and so on), and perhaps place letters on a writing board to identify various sections of the 
form as they hear them.

Teacher-Centered and Child-Centered Learning

In considering various approaches to learning music, you will want to explore both teacher-centered 
and child-centered methods. The teacher-centered approach features the teacher primarily as a lecturer 
who presents material to the class by defining and explaining. For example, the teacher who wishes 
students to learn about duple meter approaches the topic by telling them that duple means “two,” that 
in duple meter there are, therefore, two beats in a measure, and that the first beat normally receives 
the greater accent. The teacher may use musical examples to illustrate the definition, but in this 
approach students assume a rather passive role.
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By contrast, the child-centered approach to learning actively involves students in the learning 
process. In this approach the teacher presents students with a problem that needs to be solved. Under 
the teacher’s guidance, students explore possible solutions through trial-and-error examination. 
The teacher guides students in their exploration, but the ultimate solution to the problem is largely 
student derived. For example, in presenting duple meter, the teacher first has students sing a song in 
duple meter, and then has them clap the beat or conduct as they sing the song again. The teacher then 
asks them if they can feel which beat receives the greater emphasis (first), and finally how the beats 
seem to group themselves. The teacher guides the students toward their ultimate understanding that 
the beats are grouped in twos (duple meter).

As you work with students at various age or grade levels, you will undoubtedly use both teacher-
centered and child-centered approaches. Because students are more actively involved in the child- 
centered approach, however, teachers generally favor it, particularly when working with young children.

 THe STruCTure Of MuSiCaL Learning

In structuring musical learning for the classroom, you need to (1) make what you teach meaning-
ful, (2) organize material sequentially, (3) experience music before labeling it, (4) use a conceptual 
approach to learning, (5) use a multisensory approach to learning, (6) use a multicultural approach to 
learning, (7) provide reinforcement, and (8) teach for transfer.

Make What you Teach Meaningful

You should emphasize activities that closely relate to things children perceive as interesting and 
meaningful. Some possibilities include capitalizing on children’s interest in trains by having them 
listen to Villa-Lobos’s “Little Train of the Caipira” or the bluegrass composition “Orange Blossom 
Special”; designing a unit of study on electronic music for those with interests in electronics and 
machines; or having them study nature through such pieces as Beethoven’s “The Storm” (Symphony 
no. 6, fourth movement) or Smetana’s The Moldau [iTunes/Spotify].

Organize Material Sequentially

One of the most important aspects of structuring musical learning in the classroom is to develop a 
successful sequence of activities. In developing plans for teaching music, you need to arrange learning 
experiences into a logical continuum, carefully linking each step with preceding and succeeding steps. 
Sequence may vary from classroom to classroom; that is, one teacher may develop a sequence of steps 
that proves successful in teaching certain musical concepts, whereas a second teacher who is teaching 
other students the same material may develop a different but equally logical sequence.

Often teachers develop several alternative plans for presenting material. In a classroom of twenty-
five students, there will usually be children who have a variety of academic and musical abilities and 
backgrounds. Some students may have had considerable experience with rhythmic activities, for exam-
ple, whereas others may have had none. In presenting a rhythmic learning experience to such a class, the 
teacher needs to consider several alternatives in the sequence of events undertaken by the students.

experience Music before Labeling it

A young child may have many experiences with an apple—such as eating it, feeling that it is round, 
and seeing that it is green or red—long before being asked to label it with the word apple. Music should 
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follow this same pattern of learning; that is, the child should have experiences with sounds by singing, 
playing instruments, listening to fast and slow tempos, or listening to loud and soft dynamics before 
being asked to place these labels (fast or slow, loud or soft) on these musical events. Because music is the 
most abstract of all the arts—that is, it passes through time and exists only in the memory—actual expe-
riences with musical sounds are essential before discussing any specific musical concept.

use a Conceptual approach to Learning

Teachers have discovered that one of the most effective ways of helping students assimilate and retain 
information is through a conceptual approach to learning. Conceptual learning involves “students 
developing the ability to give a common name or response to a class of stimuli varying in appearance.”1 
Teachers using a conceptual approach focus learning on certain fundamental ideas considered basic to 
understanding music. These include concepts of rhythm, melody, dynamics, timbre, texture, and form 
(see Chapter 3). For example, melody as a fundamental concept in music involves a succession of pitches 
that are perceived as belonging together. Melodies may vary greatly with respect to their internal char-
acteristics, such as a differing number of pitches, various scales, movement principally by step or skip, 
variety of contour directions, and range. It is important, therefore, that in the classroom students experi-
ence a wide array of melodies from various historical periods in Western music and from other musical 
traditions around the world. They should explore characteristics of melodies through singing, playing 
instruments, and listening. If learning experiences are carefully organized over a period of time, students 
will indeed develop a concept of melody and the many characteristics it may have.

In addition to strictly musical concepts, analogous concepts are found in visual and literary arts. 
Among these are repetition and enlargement, contrast and variety, and balance (see Chapter 10). 
Each of these concepts operates in a similar fashion but through different means in various art forms. 
Experiencing a concept through several art forms encourages integrated learning.

use a Multisensory approach to Learning

Students learn through a combination of their senses. Some learn more quickly through the visual sense, 
which is highly developed through watching television or playing video games. A chart or musical 
picture provides these children with something tangible to which to relate the music. The visual image 
remains even though the sound may end. Others may learn more quickly by moving to the music. For 
example, a child might perceive triple rhythm more quickly by moving in some fashion, such as tapping 
his or her thighs or swaying with the beat. Another child might learn just as quickly through the aural 
sense—that is, by hearing a melody a second time. People have different aptitudes and talents; the skill-
ful teacher recognizes these differences and creates lessons that involve as many of the senses as possible.

use a Multicultural approach to Learning

Music and the arts from different cultures contribute to our understanding of both others and our-
selves. As the teacher creates lessons that involve singing and playing instruments from many musi-
cal traditions, students are encouraged to experience, respect, and appreciate the contributions of 
peoples, cultures, and eras different from their own. This may be true whether they are sharing music 
of a popular song, the black gospel tradition, or a Renaissance dance. In the United States, one of the 
goals of education is to broaden and appreciate our heritage of diversity. Music and other arts provide 
valuable insights and opportunities for such growth and development.

1 Janice T. Gibson, Psychology for the Classroom (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1976), p. 243. See also “Learning and 
Teaching about Concepts,” in Anita Woolfolk’s Educational Psychology (Boston: Pearson Education, Inc., 2007), pp. 286–294.
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provide reinforcement

One of the most important tasks in the learning process is to provide reinforcement for learning. 
Children seek to be successful at whatever they undertake, and teachers need to construct music 
 lessons that include effective rewards.

The focus of any system of rewards should be on positive reinforcement. Positive-reinforcement 
techniques should be applied consistently and in a variety of ways in every musical learning expe-
rience. The proper use of praise, for example, is a powerful way of encouraging students to repeat 
something they have done well. Reinforcement can often be as simple as a smile. Teachers often 
reward by granting privileges to students who successfully complete a task. These privileges may be 
relatively simple, such as “Carlos, since you sang that part so well, you may now play the xylophone 
in this piece.” Often the most effective types of reinforcement are those selected by the child. Children 
always have favorite things they like to do. Be sensitive and observant, and use these things as rewards 
for accomplishments in the classroom.

Use reinforcement techniques during music lessons to reward both musical accomplishments and 
good behavior. Cooperative student behavior is essential if children are to accomplish musical tasks, 
so you should design reward techniques to encourage productive student behavior and optimize 
musical learning.

One of the most important goals for music teaching is to have students learn for intrinsic as well 
as extrinsic rewards. The real excitement in learning about music occurs when students want to sing, 
play instruments, or listen to music because of the intrinsic rewards of the musical experience itself. 
Although you may initially feel a need to use a variety of extrinsic rewards, you should encourage 
students to study music just because of the pleasure it gives them. Intrinsic rewards are especially 
important because they stay with students long after formal school experiences have been completed.

Teach for Transfer

An essential goal in structuring musical experiences for children is transfer. The teacher needs to 
make a concerted attempt to encourage students to use what they have previously learned and relate 
it to what they are currently studying. For example, if in a previous lesson students identified the bal-
ance of ABA form in the song “We Wish You a Merry Christmas” (p. 61), we hope that in a succeed-
ing lesson they will be able to transfer the concept of balance through ABA form to another piece of 
music.

Children should also be encouraged to transfer ideas learned about music to other studies and to 
settings outside as well as inside the school. For example, they should be able to recognize concepts 
such as repetition and enlargement, variety and contrast, and balance in the visual and literary arts 
and in everyday examples at school and at home. They should also have some sense of how music and 
composers in a particular time period are related to history, geography, and other subject areas. For 
example, when students listen to a piece by Mozart, they should locate Austria on a map of Europe 
and learn about Salzburg and Vienna, where he lived and worked. As students identify the dates when 
Mozart lived (1756–1791), encourage them to associate these dates with famous Americans who lived 
at the same time (Washington, Jefferson, and Franklin) and with events that took place then (the sign-
ing of the Declaration of Independence and the American Revolution).

One of the principal advantages of teaching for transfer is that material will often take on a greater 
sense of meaning for children if they can see relationships with other learning experiences. Further, 
if children have learned material by using it in a variety of settings, they are more likely to remember 
the information.
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 TeCHniqueS and reSOurCeS fOr enHanCing MuSiCaL Learning

Cooperative Learning

Cooperative learning involves organizing students into small groups to undertake together a particular 
learning experience. Students of varying abilities are asked to work with one another to solve problems, 
to study an issue, or to complete a project. For example, students may be divided into several small 
groups to investigate the reasons for differences in tone quality among stringed, wind, and percussion 
instruments. Each group is asked to construct either a stringed, wind, or percussion instrument and cre-
ate a short composition demonstrating the instrument’s distinctive timbre. The small-group projects can 
then be shared with the entire class.

In cooperative learning it is 
felt that slower students benefit 
from the challenge of working 
with those more advanced and 
that advanced students profit 
from helping explain things to 
others. The teacher in a coopera-
tive learning setting tends not 
to tell students “how” but rather 
acts as a resource and guide for 
each group of students.

Research has shown that coop-
erative learning promotes student 
learning and academic achieve-
ment, increases students’ retention 
of information, enhances students’ 
satisfaction with their learning 
experiences, provides greater use of higher-level reasoning skills, develops students’ collaborative skills, 
and promotes better self-esteem, more positive heterogeneous relationships, and more on-task behavior.2

interdisciplinary Learning Opportunities

The classroom teacher is in a unique position to promote interdisciplinary learning opportuni-
ties in music. Foremost, obviously, is the role of the classroom teacher in working with the special 
music teacher who may visit the classroom one or two times weekly. It is extremely important for 
the classroom and music teachers to work together so that in the intervening days when the music 
teacher is not present, the classroom teacher continues and enhances the musical study presented 
by the special teacher. Classroom teachers are uniquely positioned to be able to encourage music 
study done in collaboration with the art teacher, the physical education instructor, and perhaps 
other elementary school specialists working in such areas as English language arts, foreign lan-
guages, social studies, science, and mathematics. These subject-matter specialists are able to bring 
distinctive perspectives to music study. For example, classroom teachers, working with other 

▲ Cooperative learning
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2 See Phyllis R. Kaplan and Sandra L. Stauffer, Cooperative Learning in Music (Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield Educa-
tion, Inc., 1994); and David J. Johnson, Roger T. Johnson, and Edythe Johnson Holubec, Cooperative Learning in the Class-
room (Alexandria, VA: Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 1994); available at www.amazon.com.
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teachers, can encourage multi-art (e.g., music, art, dance, poetry) units of study; the examination 
of music in relation to a particular time period (e.g., American Independence); or the use of music 
to illustrate a particular science lesson (e.g., pitch related to length of strings) or mathematical 
concept (e.g., musical notation values). Often, collaborative, interdisciplinary teaching can lead to 
special school programs throughout the year.

Community and School resources for enhancing Musical Learning

The classroom teacher can also substantially enhance musical study by drawing on resources in the 
greater community. For example, teachers may plan special trips for their students to hear an out-
standing orchestra, band, or chorus. Students benefit greatly from hearing and seeing live perfor-
mances. They can also be taught the basic rules of concert etiquette (the importance of sitting and 
listening quietly, appropriate times to clap, and so on). On such trips, students also often have oppor-
tunities to engage in dialogue with the performers. Sometimes teachers find it easier to invite guest 
artists to their schools to perform for and talk with their students. For example, students always enjoy 
having an opportunity to study the bagpipes. Invite a piper (appropriately dressed in full Scottish 
attire, if possible) to play for the class and introduce some of the ways in which sound is produced by 
the instrument. Elementary classroom teachers can also take advantage of the musical groups that 
are already present in their own school systems. For example, high school band, orchestra, and choral 
directors can have their ensembles play for elementary school classes. Encourage the directors to 
talk about the music played by the groups and to introduce the instruments to the elementary school 
students (see Chapter 6).

Learning for Special needs Students 

Classroom teachers must deal with the reality of students in their classrooms who require special 
adaptations or accommodations because of cognitive, physical, or sensory disorders. In some cases 
the disorder is identified and a special individualized program is constructed to assist teachers with 
planning and adaptations. In other situations the child may not have an “identified” disorder but may 
demonstrate skills significantly below or above the average performance level—enough so that the 
teacher is challenged to adapt, create, or substitute experiences to maximize the child’s participation 
in classroom learning.

Federal legislation mandates these accommodations by educators for “identified” students, and 
educators are trained to assist assessment professionals in identifying children who may require 
special services or adaptations for them to be successful in regular school programs. PL 94-142, the 
Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975, defined IEP (individualized education plan), 
FAPE (free and public education), and LRE (least restrictive environment) as integral components of 
services for special needs children. In 1990, PL 101-476, the Individuals with Disabilities Education 
Act (IDEA), replaced the 1975 federal legislation. It continued many of the concepts from PL 94-142, 
replaced the word handicapped with disabled, and outlined more specific and extensive services for 
special learners. In 1997 IDEA was reauthorized (PL 105-17) and additional modifications were 
made to the provisions for special needs students. This legislation will continue to be reviewed and 
amended as increases in research, information, and public awareness require more logical and effec-
tive educational methods for all public school students.

Since this legislation first began affecting programs around the country, many teacher train-
ing programs and national organizations offering continuing education have responded by 
adapting and creating workshops, publications, and websites to aid classroom teachers in their 
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never-ending quest to offer appropriate and meaningful learning experiences for all of their 
students. As a teacher plans adaptations for special needs students, a common ethical question 
often arises—“how will this affect the rest of the students in the class?” In most cases, a deliber-
ate presentation of material, a consistent sequence of presentation and use of language, as well as 
the repeated practice of the skill will likely benefit (or at least will not hinder) the development of 
skills for typical learners. 

Music is a basic human experience through which many other academic and artistic pursuits 
may be experienced. Music experiences are vital for all students. Music may be experienced at 
almost every level of consciousness and may provide functional (learning, memory skills), thera-
peutic (self-awareness, self-expression), and aesthetic (perceptual, affective integrated with cogni-
tive) outcomes regardless of the student’s functioning level. Accounts of the benefits of music for 
children with aural, visual, and cognitive disabilities date back to the early 1800s. Today’s classroom 
may include children who have physical, sensory (hearing and/or visual), emotional, and cognitive 
disorders—each year new disorders with their respective characteristics and diagnostic criteria are 
reported and added to the “special needs” list. Though today’s methods may be more sophisticated 
(supported by nearly 200 years of experience and research), there are some basic principles that 
pervade most of the approaches currently acknowledged as effective for special needs students. 
Some of these principles are as follows:

 Observe students’ reactions carefully. Everyone learns differently—some learn more from visual 
demonstration, some learn better from explanation, and some learn best by actual physical 
involvement in the activity.

 A child’s identified disorder may not represent his/her capabilities, interests, or current skills.
 Each child, “typical” or not, is unique, and each child’s response to and interest in music is affected 

by much more than the “potential characteristics” of his or her disorder.

▲ Special needs students involved in musical learning
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